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Abstract: Sandwich structures are widely used in aeronautics both for primary and secondary 
structures such as landing gear doors, flaps or floors. Multi-cores materials sandwich structures 
presents many advantages. By adding layers with another materials that the core one, extra 
properties can be obtained as heat or impact protection. Manufacturing quality must be controlled 
and therefore bonding needs to be inspected. In this paper bonding defects between multi-layers of 
sandwich specimen are inspected through Non Destructive Tests. Due to its large use in industry, 
ultrasonic phase array is used to detect manufacturing bonding defects. Three different type of 
multi-cores materials specimen are investigated. Results show that due to the high PVC foam 
porosity, defects cannot be detected both between composite skins and foam and between foam and 
core material. 
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1. Introduction 

Sandwich structures are used where high flexural rigidity is required, especially in the aerospace 
and space components. By inserting a light weight core between the two face sheets, the bending 
stiffness and strength are substantially increased compared with a single layer homogeneous 
structure, without adding much weight [1]. Typically, core consists in aramid honeycomb in 
aerospace applications (flaps, floor, cabin monuments) while for sport equipment (boards) where the 
cost is a more concern foams are used. Carbon and glass layers are mainly used as skins materials 
and bonding between skins and the core is usually obtained by applying an epoxy film adhesive. 

Possible damage in sandwich structures can be divided into two categories: manufacturing flaws 
and in-service damage. Damage occurring during the life cycle such as debonding, cracking, core 
crushing etc., due to foreign object damage and other in service loads cannot be avoided [2]. The use 
of protection by adding a layers to protect the core material against damage is one technology of 
solving the problem of impact on composites [3]. Others properties can be also required as adding a 
balsa layer for heat protection [4]. In sport industry, polystyrene core material is largely use due to 
its low cost and easy machining but need to be protested again water and chemicals. By adding layers 
more bonding are required and therefore manufacturing defects can occur. Structure inspection and 
bonding defects detection becomes essential during the manufacturing process. Non Destructive 
Testing (NDT) is largely used in composite industry especially in aerospace. Different NDT methods 
to evaluate composites materials are available as ultrasonic, X-ray or penetrant testing [5]. However, 
due to the core material sandwich structures are difficult to inspect [6]. 

In this paper bonding defects inspection of multi-cores materials sandwich structures are 
investigated. Firstly, three different multi-cores materials sandwich specimen have been produced. 
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Then, ultrasonic (UT) tests was performed. UT was selected due to its large use in industry. Finally, 
inspection results were analyzed. 

2. Materials and Methods 

To evaluate the possibility to detect manufacturing defects three different types of sandwiches 
have been manufactured by COBRA International and investigated. General specimen’s dimensions 
are closed to 500 × 500 × 70 mm3. For each specimen’s type core material was made by polystyrene 
(PS) foam of a thickness of 70 mm. Type A sandwich has glass fibers as skins (Figure 1). Type B 
consists in PS core and PVC foam has external layer, no skins have been applied (Figure 1). Type C 
was made by PS core with PVC foam and glass fibers as skins (Figure 1). Glass fibers woven/PVC 
resin skins thickness was 0.7 mm while the PVC foam thickness was 4 mm. Finally, bonding between 
different materials was made by PVC polymer. 

 
Figure 1. Cross section of the three investigated sandwich structures. 

In order to detect manufacturing defects of multi-cores materials sandwich structures, Non 
Destructive Testing (NDT) has been performed through ultrasonic method. UT is largely used in 
aerospace area to control manufacturing quality and to control damage during maintenance 
operation [7]. NDT inspections were carried out thanks to TESTIA Smart UT 32 (Figure 2). It consists 
in a phased array wheel probe with 32 elements and visualization is made through a tablet. 
Parameters calibrations have been realized by Level 3 inspector on non-damaged specimens made 
with the same materials as the studied damaged specimens (Table 1). 

 
Figure 2. TESTIA Smart UT 32 NDT tool inspection. 

Table 1. Ultrasonic parameters used for NDT inspection. 

Parameters Value Unit 
Wave velocity 3000 m/s 

Frequency 3 MHz 
Db 27 27 

Range 16 mm 
Delay 44 ms 

Type A Type B Type C 

Glass fibers 
skins 

Polystyrene core 

PVC foam 
Glass fibers skins 

Polystyrene core 

Tablet Phased array wheel probe 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Inspection on the Type A specimen shows that phase array can detect easily bonding defect 
between glass fibers skins and polystyrene core (Figure 3). The same NDT method is not able to detect 
defects between PVC foam and polystyrene foam on the Type B specimen. No back signal can be 
observed on A-Scan and B-Scan (Figure 3). Indeed, due to the high porosity of the PVC foam, the 
ultrasonic signal is lost in the material, therefore inspection is not possible. Figure 4 shows A-Scan 
and B-Scan performed on Type C specimen. While the front signal amplitude was amplified to 100 
dB, the back signal is too low to be detected and therefore bonding defects between glass fibers skin 
and PVC foam is not possible. 

 
Figure 3. NDT results on Type A (C-Scan) and Type B (A-Scan and B-Scan) sandwich specimen. 

 
Figure 4. NDT results on Type C sandwich specimen. 
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4. Conclusions 

Non Destructive Testing have been performed on multi-cores materials sandwich specimens 
through phased arrays method. In order to be able to perform inspection on large structure wheel 
phase array has been used in this work. Three different types of sandwich specimens with 70 mm 
polystyrene as main core material have been investigated. The conclusion can be summarized as 
follow: 

• Bonding defects between glass fibers skins and polystyrene core can be detected. 
• Bonding defects between PVC foam and polystyrene core cannot be detected due to the high 

porosity of the PVC foam 
• Bonding defects between glass fibers skins and PVC foam core can be detected but need a high 

skill inspector (level 3) 

Ultrasonic tests show that it is not the convenient method to detect bonding defects of multi-
cores materials sandwich. In order to be able to these type of defects work is in progress to inspected 
specimens trough thermography NDT. 
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